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We describe the possible use of the SLAC linac to drive a unique, powerful, short wavelength Linac Coherent Light 

Source (LCLS) I**. Using the FEL principle, king is achieved in a single pass of a high peak current electron beam through 

a long undulator by self-amplified-spontaneous-emission (SASE). The main components are a high-brightness electron RF 

. - gun with a photocathode, two electron bunch length compressors, the existing SLAC linac, beam diagnostics, and a long 

undulator combined with a FODG quadrupole focusing system. The RF gun, to be installed about 1 km from the end of the 

SLAC linac, would produce a single bunch of 6 x log electrons with an invariant emittance of about 3 mm-mrad and a bunch 

. length of about 500 p.m. That bunch is then accelerated to 100 MeV and compressed to a length of about 200 pm. The main 

SLAC linac accelerates the bunch to 2 GeV were a second bunch compressor reduces the length to 30-40 p and produces a 

peak current of 2-3 kA. The bunch is then accelerated to 7-8 GeV and transported to a 50-70 m long undulator. Using 

electrons below 8 GeV, the undulator could operate at wavelengths down to 2 run, producing about 10 GW peak power in 

sub-ps light pulses. At a linac repetition rate of 120 Hz, the average power is about 1 W. Linac operation at lower beam 

energies provides longer wavelength radiation. After the undulator, the beam is deposited in a dump. The LCLS light pulses 

are then distributed to multiple user stations using grazing incident mirrors. Length compression, emittance control, phase 

stability, FEL design criteria, and parameter tolerances are discussed. A demonstration experiment is also described which uses 

the SLAC linac and (possibly) the PALADIN undulator to study SASE to power saturation at wavelengths of 40-360 nm. 

m 1 

Two recent developments have given hope to the possibility of constructing linac-based x-ray lasers operating at short 

wavelengths, down to 2 nm and eventually down to 0.1 run. First, at Los Alamos (and elsewhere) RF photocathode guns 

have been shown to deliver low emittance (34 mm-m& normalized), high charge (> 1 nC) electron beams. Second, the 

successful operation of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)3 has demonstrated the required tools, understanding, and techniques 

needed to transport, accelerate, and compress electron bunches without dilution of phase space. These developments make it 

possible to deliver the electron beams with phase space densities sufficient to drive short wavelength lasers. 
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This LCLS R&D facility is aimed at the development of linac-driven, short wavelength x-ray lasers, and their scientific 

and technological utilization. The parameters of the LCLS are listed in Table 1 and an overview is shown in Fig. 1. After 

commissioning, the first laser would operate starting at a wavelength of about 10 run and then be pushed to the 2-3 nm 

region. With more extensive R&D, along with the use of higher energy electrons, additional undulators, and the development 

of improved RF guns, it is expected that this facility could achieve (with additional funding) a laser operating at even shorter 

wavelengths, possibly in the 0.1 nm regime. 

Many facilities at SLAC make it an attractive site for the LCLS. The 50 GeV linac is operational. Many beam ’ 

diagnostics are installed and functional. An enclosure to house the undulator exists at the end of the SLAC linac. This area is 

the Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB) which was completed in 1993 for R&D associated with final focus systems for future 

linear colliders. There is sufficient space in the FFTB housing to accommodate the LCLS undulator. After a slight upgrade, 

the FFI’B enclosure would provide adequate shielding for beams delivered alternately to both facilities. 

Table 1 Performance parameters of the 24 run FRL using the SLAC Linac 
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Fig. 1 LCLS schematic overview. Dump 



The LCLS photon beams emerge into the SLAC research yard, about 125 m from the SSRL beam lines on SPEAR. 

Thus, it is possible to bring beams from the LCLS and SPEAR to the same sample chamber for pump-probe experiments. 

The proposed LCLS operates on the principle of the FEL, but does not need an optical cavity which is difficult or 

impossible to make at such short wavelengths. Instead, x-ray laser operation is achieved by self-amplified-spontaneous- 

emission (SASE) in a single pass of an electron beam through the SO-70 m long undulator. Although SASE theory is well 

developed, there is little experimental data with which to compare, since most FELs have used oscillator cavities. It is 

therefore important to make detailed comparisons between experiment and theory, for example to verify the accuracy and - 

wavelength dependence of simulation codes and assumptions about startup from noise. We plan to do this initially at 

wavelengths around 10 nm or longer, where certain tolerances are more manageable. As experience is gained and tighter 

tolerances are met, operation down to 3 nm can be expected, still using electrons below the 10 GeV. 

From Table 1 the average values of the brightness and coherent power are about 3 orders of magnitude greater than the 
that projected for 3rd generation light sources such as the ALS and APS. Peak values are about 9 orders of magnitude higher. 

Photon beams with this extraordinarily high brightness, coherence, and peak power will make possible a wide range of 

experimental studies in many scientific and technicaI fields including x-ray imaging of biological specimens in and around the 

“water window” (including producing x-ray holograms of live biological specimens in a single sub-picosecond pulse), time 

resolved studies of condensed matter systems and chemical reaction dynamics, and non-linear processes. Because the properties 

of this light source go many orders of magnitude beyond that available from any other source in operation or construction, it . 

is likely that entirely new scientific applications will be opened. Exploratory experiments will be carried out on two 

diagnostic / experimental stations. With two experiments able to receive pulses, techniques will be developed for rapid 

switching of the beam, as well as rapid changing of the beam parameters such as wavelength and intensity to meet different 

experimental conditions. An FY 1996 Short Form Construction Project Data Sheet has been submitted to DOE for this 

project. The total estimated cost is $29.45 M. 

2. RFGUN 

We have studied the design of an RF photo&rode gun4 which can produce the beam characteristics required for reliable 

operation of the LCLS. The dynamics of the photo-electron beam have been modeled using both PARMELLA and an 

axisyrnmetric particle-in-cell code (ITACA). These simulations show that a one nC bunch in a 3 l/2 cell 2.856 GHz structure 

has a pulse length of 2 psec, an rms energy spread of 0.2%, and a normalized rms emittance of 3 mm-mrad, as can be seen 

from simulations in Figs. 2 and 3. The major challenge in designing this source concerns reproducibility of the beam 

properties. In particular, due to wake-fields in the transport system it is critical that the jitter in the total charge per pulse and 

the injection timing must be minimized 5. We believe that the solution to these problems exists, based on the choice of a 

rugged cathode material and a commercial diode-pumped laser system with timing stabilization4. 
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Fig. 2 Transverse beam envelope vs distance in the gun. 
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Fig. 3 Energy vs longitudinal position of 10 MeV particles. 
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LECTRON TRANSPORT 

The bunch produced by the LCLS photo-injector must be accelerated and length compressed before injection into the 

undulator. In the present scheme the bunch is accelerated from 10 MeV to about 7 GeV using three linear accelerators 

separated by two compressors5. A schematic view of the second compressor is shown in Fig. 4. The final bunch length is 

about 4.0 pm which is over a factor of 10 smaller than that produced by the photocathode gun yielding a peak current of 2500 

to-3500 A. The final energy spread is less that the required 0.1 to 0.2% rms. 

The choices of energies at which to compress are influenced by the need 1) to control the longitudinal wakefields for 

energy spread minimization, 2) to minimize emittance growth from transverse forces, and 3) to reduce the effects of time- 

phase jitter as well as beam intensity jitter from the injector and in the compression process. 

The emittance dilution effects due to transverse wakefield, RF deflections, and dispersive effects have been modeled in the 

SLAC linac for this configuration assuming 150 pm random misalignments of the quadrupoles and beam position monitors, 

300 pm rms random misalignments of the accelerating structures, and a transverse-longitudinal coupling of grms = 2 x 10s4 

for the RF deflection&. A transverse beam jitter equal to the rms beam size was also assumed. The computer simulation 

results which indicate the optimum bunch length after the fast compressor are shown in Fig. 5. At a bunch length of 200 pm 

(rms), we find a modest 25% emittance growth along the linac with an acceptable energy spread. Emittance growth after the 

second compression is negligible due to the short bunch length and small energy spread. 

Longitudinally, the first compression is performed at 100 MeV where the bunch length is reduced from 0.5 mm to 0.2 

mm (rms). The second compression is near 2 GeV and reduces the length to about 0.04 mm. To study the development of 

longitudinal phase space in this process, a computer program was used considering the effects of longitudinal wakefields, 

curvature of the RF wave, and phase and intensity jitter. The second compression is made to deliberately over-compress the 

bunch length beyond the 25-30 l.trn (rms) minimum. This slight over-compression and subsequent acceleration from 2 to 7 

GeV allow appropriate cancellation of upstream errors, thus providing significantly relaxed timing and intensity jitter 

. tolerances of the injector and accelerator RF. After the first compression the bunch length is still nearly gaussian, but after 

the second compression-the beam distribution is more sharply spiked and has long tails. The final beam phase space, bunch 

length, and energy distribution are shown in Fig. 6. Note that between the horns of the bunch the peak current is everywhere 

.> 5 kA and that the full-width of the energy distribution is 0.04%, both of which satisfy our requirement??. If energy 

collimation is done to remove the long energy tails, the peak current in the center of the bunch is about 3 kA. If we define the 

jitter tolerance as the amount of change in a parameter that changes the full-width of the bunch by lo%, we find that in this 

example the tolerance to incoming current jitter is 2.2% and to incoming phase jitter is 0.45O. We believe these tolerances are 

achievable with recently available commercial equipment. (A second set of parameters for this length compression scheme has 

been studied which provides a longitudinal distribution which is more gaussian shaped. Both distributions produce the peak 

current and energy spread needed to satisfy the FEL requirements.) An experimental test of the second bunch compression 

including longitudinal and transverse effects has been designed and is under consideration’. 
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Fig. 4 Schematic overview of the second bunch length compressor. 
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Fig. 5 Transverse emittance dilution (solid) and peak-to-peak energy spread (dashed) as a function of linac bunch length . 

after the first compressor. We conclude that a bunch compressed to 6, = 200 pm at 100 MeV and then compressed 

a second time at 2 GeV to 40 +.lm is optimal to provide the necessary peak current of over 2000 A, to preserve the 

transverse emittance, and to maximize the allowed jitter tolerances. 
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Fig. 6 The energy spread 6 (a), the charge distribution (b), and the shape of phase space (c) at the end of the 7 GeV linac. 
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4. JGLS PERMANENT MAGNET UNDUJ <ATOR 

The undulator design is based on permanent magnet (PM) material because of the broad base of experience acquired by 

the scientific community, continued improvement of commercially available PM materials, and the advantage of relatively 

straightforward analytical investigations. Extensive numerical simulations have been performed using the FRED3D and 

TDA3D codes, primarily, to obtain working design parameters for the required long undulatora. In agreement with simple 

models, the simulations predicted that the LCLS can provide in excess of 10 GW of peak power in a sub-picosecond pulse. _ ’ 

The saturation length is about 60 m with strong focusing provided throughout the undulator. The system gain, its 

optimization, and tolerances to beam parameters changes, wiggler errors and misalignments have been studied9. 

Based on 3D simulations of a continuous single pass field structure, the following parameter set has been established for 

the LCLS undulator: a) period = 8 cm, b) peak fields amplitude = 0.8 T, c) K = 6, d) total length = 60 m, and e) focusing 

betatron wavelength = 60 m. The pure permanent magnet undulator structure has a superimposed focusing (FODO) quadrupole 

lattice generated by 40 cm long 15 T/m quadrupoles placed at 80 cm intervals. A schematic overview of the undulator is 

shown in Fig. 7 and the permanent magnet arrangement is shown in Fig. 8. Other numerical details are given in Table 2. 

With the possibility of tuning the 1st harmonic of the undulator by varying the beam energy, the conventional use of 

movable jaws was determined to be dispensable, making possible a design of relative simplicity. The PM material, spacer 

blocks, keeper, vacuum system, and supports are an integrated fixed arrangement. To facilitate orbit and phase correction, _ 

beam position monitors are spaced at 1.6 m intervals, with corrector dipoles located every 3.2 m. Work on a short prototype 

section is in progress to help resolve engineering details, magnet tolerances, and fields measurement issues. 

The operational parameters chosen provide relative insensitivity to beam current and emittance fluctuations. By running 

to saturation, variations in the output radiation due to changes in the beam parameters are minimized. Several results from 

simulations9 are shown in Fig. 9 indicating that a 60 m length is consistent with the electron beam properties expected from 

the injector and accelerator. The requirements on the uncorrelated energy spread of the beam are tight (<O&t% rms) and are 

. -determined primarily by the desire to maintain a narrow bandwidth and maximum gain. Energy spreads twice as large as 

specified do not seriously degrade the (single frequency) performance. This, along with the high power (brightness) of the 

optical pulse, suggests that filtering could be used to narrow the line width. 

According to the simulations using a random walk, the necessary wiggler field errors are small (~0.2% rms field errors 

and <5 mr easy axis orientation errors) but are within present industry practices. Procedures to sort and match PM blocks are 

under development. Steering and alignment requirements are also tight (30 pm rms), yet less stringent than required for many 

future linear colliders designs. 

Table 2 Parameters of the LCLS undulator and FODO quadrupole lattice. 
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Fig. 8 “Split” Halbach permanent magnet configukion of the LCLS. 
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Fig. 9 Power gain curves for various uncorrelated energy spreads and peak beam currents. 
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5. PHOTON LINES AND USER STATIONS 

Due to the extreme brevity and peak intensity of the LCLS output radiation, special emphasis has been placed on the 

design of the photon beam line system. To minimize the likelihood of sustaining component damage at the expected 1012 

W/cm2 peak power densities at normal incidence, a deflection scheme utilizing solid-state mirrors at grazing incidence has 

been developedlO. An initial concept of this mirror system can be seen in Fig. 10. Furthermore, the necessity of maintaining 

high reflectivity to avoid peak-power damage leads to the need for an ultra-high vacuum environment with the provisions for - ’ 

in-situ cleaning of all the reflecting surfaces. To exploit the diffraction-limited source size of the LCLS, the use of a simple 

monochromator configuration utilizing a single grating in a conical diffraction geometry, with the source as the effective 

entrance slit, is under consideration. User facilities including beam lines, experimental areas, and beam shutters have an initial 

design. An overview is shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 10 Photon beam deflection mirrors, each having a 4 degree bend. 
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Fig, 11 Layout of the first photon beam line and user station relative to the undulator. 
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Table 3 Parameters of a SLAC demonstration FEL using PALADIN with extra focusing <B = 2 m) and stronger fields. 
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